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Needs Analysis: What are the firm's specific requirements? (E.g., contract analysis,
legal research, client communication automation)
Goals: What does the firm hope to achieve with the AI tool? (E.g., improved
efficiency, cost savings, expanded service offerings)

Features and Functions: Does the AI tool have features that align with the firm's
needs?
Customization: Can the AI tool be fine-tuned to suit the firm's specialty or specific
use-cases?
Integration: How well does the AI tool integrate with existing systems and software
within the firm?
Scalability: Can the tool handle the firm's current volume and scale as the firm
grows?

Training Data Source: Where is the AI's foundational data sourced from? Is it reliable
and relevant to the legal domain?
Fine-tuning: What is the process for refining and specializing the AI tool for the firm's
specific needs?
Continuous Learning: How does the AI tool adapt and learn from new data and
feedback?

1. Objectives and Requirements Identification

Purpose: Understand the firm's specific needs and how an AI tool could address them.

2. Technical Evaluation

Purpose: Assess the technical capabilities of potential AI solutions.

3. Data and Training Evaluation

Purpose: Evaluate the quality and relevancy of training data, and understand how the tool
learns.
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Data Privacy: Does the AI tool adhere to regulations concerning data protection and
client confidentiality?
Bias and Fairness: How does the AI tool address potential biases in its predictions or
recommendations?
Transparency and Accountability: Is there a clear understanding of how the AI tool
makes decisions, and is there a mechanism for accountability?

Initial Investment: What are the upfront costs associated with procuring the AI tool?
Operational Costs: Are there ongoing costs, such as subscriptions, maintenance, or
updates?
ROI Estimation: What is the projected return on investment, considering both
tangible (e.g., reduced labor hours) and intangible benefits (e.g., improved service
quality)?

Support and Training: Does the vendor provide adequate training for the firm's staff
and ongoing technical support?
Future Development: Is the vendor committed to continuous improvement and
feature development for the AI tool?

4. Ethical and Compliance Evaluation

Purpose: Ensure the tool aligns with ethical standards and maintains compliance with
legal regulations.

5. Financial Evaluation

Purpose: Determine the cost-effectiveness of the AI solution.

6. Vendor Evaluation

Purpose: Assess the reliability, expertise, and support capabilities of AI tool providers.
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